Competencies and Performance Standards

1.
Write a memorandum.
Learning objectives
What you will learn as you master the competency:
a. Format elements of a memo according to conventional pattern.
b. Articulate focused message.
c. Demonstrate sensitivity to tone and purpose.
d. Edit to enhance clarity, conciseness, stylistic aptness, and mechanical accuracy.
Performance Standards
Competence will be demonstrated: 
Learning objectives
What you will learn as you master the competency:
a. Supply full bibliographic information for an article in a professional journal.
b. Distill a multi-page journal article into a 150-or 200-word summary.
Performance Standards
Learning objectives
What you will learn as you master the competency:
a. Write a letter of application in response to an actual position advertisement.
Performance Standards
Learning objectives
a. Write a résumé.
Performance Standards
Types of Instruction
Instructor-supervised writing and revision
Occasional lecture
Grading Information
Grading Rationale
Evaluation is based entirely on the quality of the written communication in submitted assignments. Because this class aims to prepare students for the expectations of professionals and the rigors of the real-world workplace, major sentence errors--comma splices, run-on or fused sentences, and fragments--as well as careless spelling, omission of apostrophes, and any other mechanical carelessness in any given exercise guarantees a grade no higher than a C for that assignment. 
Grading Scale
